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【Outline of survey】  
This research aims to examine the linkage among Asian monsoon, westerly jet meandering, and amplification 

and propagation of abrupt climatic changes using East Asia and northwestern Pacific as a test field. This 

research further aims to explore possibility of the climatic mode warmer than the present during past interglacial 

periods and clarify the condition and controlling factors of such a mode.  To accomplish these objective, we 

will reconstruct temporal variations of 1) summer monsoon intensity,subpolar front position in the Japan Sea, 

Amur River discharge, and SST and SSS of the Okhotsk Sea, and 2) winter monsoon intensity, westerly jet axis 

position above the Japan Sea, sea ice distribution, polynia position, and intermediate water production rates in 

Okhotsk, Berling, and Chukchi seas since the last glacial period, and examine their interrelationships.  Special 

emphasis will be put on possibility of the climatic mode warmer than present during the last interglacial and 

early Holocene periods, in order to clarify the speed, process, threshold, and forcing of the mode jump.  Based 

on these results, we will compare the difference in interrelationship among different paleoclimatic proxies, as 

well as difference in amplitude, pattern, and frequency of their variations between glacial and interglacial 

periods so as to clarify the amplif icat ion and propagation mechanism of rapid cl imatic changes. 

【Expected results】  
Through this research, we expect to understand the linkage of westerly jet - Asian summer monsoon - Amur 

River discharge - paleoceanography of East Asian marginal seas, as well as that of westerly jet - Asian winter 

monsoon - sea ice and polynia formation - North Pacific Intermediate Water.  We further expect to understand 

what kind of role(s) such linkages play on amplification and propagation of rapid climatic changes, and how 

such linkages operate under the climatic mode warmer than the present.  To understand problems such as what 

the oceanic environment in the Northwestern Pacific was under such a warm climatic mode, how rapid the jump 

to such warm climatic mode was, and what controls such climatic jump, will provide information useful to 

predict future oceanographical changes in the Northwestern Pacific. 
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